
Elite Screens Inc. is a US based company with its world 
headquarters in California and satellite offices in Maryland, 
Germany, Taiwan, China, Japan, India, and Australia. Elite is an 
ISO9001:2015 certified manufacturer that specializes in producing 
retail, commercial and home-theater projection screens for the 
specific needs of these three sales channels. As a leading 
American screen company, Elite delivers its promise of award 
winning quality through cost effective products for today's discern-
ing video enthusiasts. We produce a variety of front, rear, ALR, 
and acoustically transparent projection screen materials for 
virtually any projection environment.

New products:

 • The Aeon CLR® 3 is an EDGE FREE® fixed frame screen 
that utilizes our CLR® 3 (Ceiling Light Rejecting®) material. 
Negates the washout effect of ambient light especially from 
overhead sources.
 
 • The Light-ON CLR® 3 is a category of Ceiling Light Rejecting 
(CLR®) solutions designed to work only with Portable Ultra Short 
Throw projectors that combat the washout effect in bright ceiling 
light rooms such as classrooms or living rooms.

 • The Kestrel Tab-Tension 3 is an electric floor-rising projection 
screen that is an attractive centerpiece for home theater or 
high-level conference rooms. Provides a ripple-free image suitable 
for UST projectors.

 • The Starling Tab-Tension 2 CineGrey 4D is a high-quality 
electric tensioned motorized screen. It utilizes our CineGrey 4D 
material, which is an ambient light rejecting projection surface.

The ENR-G program extends Elite’s current 2-year warranty to 3-years 
for any purchases made by an Educational, Non-profit, Religious or 
Government/Military organization. This means that Elite’s professional 
staff and company resources are available to handle the warranty needs 
of these valuable channels for up to 50% longer than our regular 
warranty plan.

Elite Screens, Inc.
Elite Screens China Corp.

Elite Screens Europe GMBH
Elite Screens France S.A.S

Elite Screens R&D Taiwan Ltd.
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For a complete list of Elite Screens global 
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CineTension 2 WraithVeil® 
Dual Series
A sturdy, well-made electric motorized 
projector screen that has front and rear 
projection capabilities. Its tab-tensioned 
material provides uniform flatness for 
exceptional projected image clarity.

Starling Tab-Tension 2
CineGrey 4D Series
A high-quality electric tab-tensioned 
motorized screen. It utilizes our CineGrey 4D 
material, which is a ceiling ambient light 
rejecting front projection surface.

Spectrum Series
The Spectrum Series is the best option for a 
budget Electric/Motorized front projection 
screen. It is versatile and fits perfectly in 
either residential or commercial wall/ceiling 
applications.

Saker Tab-Tension CLR® 2
A Ceiling Light Rejecting electric projector 
screen that features Elite Screens proprietary 
CLR® 2 front projection material. The CLR® 
2 rejects ceiling and off-axis light and is 
compatible with ultra-short throw and 
short-throw projectors.

Saker Tab-Tension AUHD
An acoustically transparent Ultra HD 
electric/motorized tab-tensioned projection 
screen. The AcousticPro UHD material is 
designed to complement in-wall speakers 
while allowing sound to pass through the 
material with minimal attenuation.

Spectrum 2 Series
The Spectrum 2 series is a combination of a 
sleek design with simple functionality. It is 
easy to install and comes with a 3-way 
integrated control switch. Optional remote 
control kit is available.

Spectrum Tab-Tension 2 Series
Is part of Elite’s CE-Retail line of electric 
projection screens. It’s tab-tension reinforced 
CineWhite® UHD-B material, which is ISF 
certified, provides enhanced material 
flatness.

Spectrum Tab-Tension
CineGrey 3D®
Is part of Elite’s CE-Retail line of electric 
projection screens that uses the CineGrey 
3D® angular reflective material. It’s a 
reference quality front projection screen 
material formulated for environments with 
minimal control over room lighting.

Starling 2 Series /
Starling Tab-Tension 2 Series
Starling 2 Series is one of our most 
comprehensive electric projection screen 
lines which is now equipped with a fast 
tubular motor to improve the operation 
speed.

VMAX 2 Series
Is an enhanced electric motorized projector 
screen for commercial and home theater 
applications. It has a silent and power-saving 
synchronous motor. With standard features 
such as the IR & RF remotes, 12v Trigger 
and Electronic “Eye” Receiver.

Starling Tab-Tension 2 
CineGrey 5D® Series
An electric motorized retratable projector 
screen that uses an Ambient Light Rejecting 
material. Material enhances picture quality in 
environments with little control over room 
lighting.

Manual B Series
The Manual B Series is an entry level, yet 
high performance, manual pull-down 
projector screen. It’s ideal for home or 
business applications. Its integrated 
mounting solutions allow it to be installed on 
the wall or ceiling suspended.

Manual Series
The Elite Manual Pull-down series
front projection screen is a cost
effective retractable screen with a
dual case design for wall or ceiling
installations.

Manual Screens Electric Screens - Wall/Ceiling

Electric Screens - Floor Rising

Manual SRM Pro Series
The Manual SRM Pro features a “slow retract 
mechanism” for hands-free retraction. Its 
housing comes in a pearlescent aluminum 
white finish designed for wall/ceiling 
installations. Projection materials utilized are 
the MaxWhite® FG and MaxWhite® 2.

Manual Tab-Tension 2 Series
The Manual Tab-Tension 2 series is a 
non-electric tensioned projector screen that 
features a slow retract mechanism (SRM) for 
hands-free retraction. Uses Elite’s 
CineWhite® UHD-B material for enhanced 
flatness.

www.elitescreens.com/manualscreens www.elitescreens.com/electricwall

Kestrel Tab-Tension 3 Series
An electric floor-rising projection screen that 
is an attractive centerpiece for home theater 
or high-level conference rooms. Its tab-
tension design maintains a flat and taut front 
projection surface to provide a ripple-free 
image suitable for UST projectors.



www.elitescreens.com/outdoor www.elitescreens.com/portable

Outdoor Screens Portable Screens

Portable Screens

Yard Master Sport Series
The Yard Master Sport is an ultra-light-weight 
portable projection screen. The detachable 
screen material is equipped with hanging 
loops so that it will be centered if hung on its 
tripod stand or onto a wall which is ideal for 
either indoor or outdoor applications.

Lite-On CLR® 3 Series
The Light-ON CLR® 3 is a category of 
Ceiling Light Rejecting (CLR®) solutions 
designed to work only with Portable Ultra 
Short Throw projectors that combat the 
washout effect in bright ceiling light rooms 
such as classrooms or living rooms.

Tripod B Series
The Tripod B Series is a light-weight portable 
projection screen of the traditional tripod
design. It’s a dependable design that is easy 
to carry for portable small or large venue 
presentations.

Tripod Series
This proven and reliable tripod portable 
projection screen combines precision with the 
elegance of a traditional design. Its rugged 
construction will withstand the rigors of daily 
use while its adjustable locking ring provides 
ease in its adjustable height settings.

Tripod Pro Series
Tripod Pro features a new casing with the 
velour surfacing that adds a touch of 
elegance for more upscale small or large 
venue presentations. Its black tube casing 
adds protection and is coated in a velveteen 
material that absorbs glare from projectors.

Yard Master 2 Series
Yard Master 2 is a folding-frame outdoor 
projection screen. Its light-weight aluminum 
frame allows it to be set up in minutes by 
simply unfolding the frame; attaching the legs 
and material. It is the perfect companion for 
outdoor presentations.

Yard Master Plus Series
The Yard Master Plus is an enhanced version 
of Elite’s portable indoor/outdoor 
folding-frame screen that comes with variable 
height settings to accommodate larger 
venues.

Yard Master Manual Series
A non-electric outdoor projection screen that 
is IP65 certified for rain/water protection. Its 
retractable design is ideal for wall and patio 
installations as it brings media room quality in 
addition to functionality to your outdoor 
spaces.

Pop-Up Cinema Series
The Pop-up Cinema Series, is a portable 
pop-up Cinema projection screen for instant 
use in outdoor or indoor environments.

Yard Master Lite Series
The Yard Master Lite is a lightweight outdoor 
portable projection screen. Its aluminum tube 
frame construction allows the screen to be 
assembled quickly by joining the tube frames 
together for on-the-go presentations or 
movies in the backyard. 

Yard Master Electric
Elite Screens’ outdoor projector screen for 
patios and other outdoor spaces that is easily 
controlled with the included RF remote. 
Watch a movie in the convenience of your 
own backyard, patio, pool deck, or wherever 
your creative innovation leads.

Yard Master Electric Tension
The Yard Master Electric Tension Series is an 
electric screen with 2-way projection material 
that is IP33 rated for wind/rain penetration for 
outdoor applications. The tab-tension design 
supports a front/rear projection surface with 
perfect uniform flatness.

ezCinema Tab-Tension
The ezCinema Tab-Tension is a free-standing 
portable projection screen that is offered now 
with a tab-tension system and “scissor-back” 
mechanism. This is the perfect “projector 
screen in a box” for portable presentations on 
the go.

Tripod Tab-Tension Series
A refined variant of this traditional design in 
portable “free-standing” projection screens.  
The tab-tensioned, front projection material is 
of a higher caliber CineWhite® UHD-B 
material which is ISF Certified for superior 
color temperature, saturation, and contrast.

Yard Master 2 WraithVeil® 
Dual Series
A fast folding-frame outdoor or indoor 
projection screen. It includes a front and rear 
projection material in one. This eliminates the 
need to swap out materials and conveniently 
accommodates both projection set ups.

QuickStand 5-Second Series
QuickStand 5-Second Series is a large venue 
free-standing "pull-up" projection screen. Its 
portable design makes it ideal for conference 
rooms and large group presentations on the 
go.

Designer Cut Series
Designer Cut Series is Elite’s selection of 
pre-cut projection screen material swatches. 
The swatches are prepared for use in custom 
solutions and other improvised installations 
according to the integrator’s needs.

ezCinema Series
The ezCinema Series is a small and large 
venue ultra-portable projector screen that 
sets up easy using its detachable telescoping 
support bar hardware for residential or 
commercial presentations.

Tripod Lite™ Wall Series
The Tripod Lite™ Wall by Elite Screens 
features a very light-weight portable 
projection screen design to be used either as 
a free-standing tripod or hanging wall display. 
It is intended for ultra-lightweight portable 
presentations.

ezCinema 2 Series
The ezCinema 2 is a free-standing portable 
projection screen that offers more features 
than our earlier model. It swiftly pulls up and 
retracts using a “scissor-backed” free-stand-
ing mechanism that requires no extra tools.



www.elitescreens.com/electricinceilingwww.elitescreens.com/whiteboardscreenwww.elitescreens.com/fixedframe

Aeon CineGrey 3D® AT
Elite Screens’ Aeon CineGrey 3D® AT is a 
fixed frame ambient and ceiling light rejecting 
(ALR/CLR®) projection screen that is 
perforated to permit acoustic transparency for 
use with in-wall speakers.

Sable Frame B2 Series
The Sable Frame B2 screen feature Elite’s 
CineWhite, 1.1 gain front projection material in 
a 16:9 aspect ratio. Enjoy an ultra-flat 
projection surface accomplished by a spring 
tensioned system.

Lunette /
Lunette 2 Series
The Lunette Series Fixed Frame Screen has 
a curved frame with 3.5" black frame borders 
with CineWhite® or AcousticPro1080P3 
material options.

Evanesce Tab-Tension B
CineGrey 5D®
An in-ceiling electric projection screen 
designed for integrated ceiling installations. It 
utilizes our CineGrey 5D® ambient light 
rejecting material for superb performance 
with the lights on or off.

Evanesce / Evanesce
AcousticPro UHD Series
A fully contained in-ceiling electric projection 
screen. It is encased in a white-enameled 
aluminum housing for convenient installation. 
Available in matte white and acoustic transpar-
ent screen materials.

Evanesce B Series
The Evanesce B is a versatile in-ceiling 
projection screen that conveniently 
disappears from view when not in use. It can 
be installed from within the above-ceiling 
airspace or from below thanks to its 
removable base panels that were originally 
designed for the European market.

Evanesce Tab-Tension B 
Series
An elegant finished in-ceiling projection 
screen. It has a slim casing for easy 
installation from above or below a ceiling.
The tab-tensioned system maintains flatness 
uniformity with no tab impressions.

Electric - Recessed / In-Ceiling

Accessories & More

Aeon Series
Aeon Series is a fixed frame projection 
screen that uses Elite’s EDGE FREE® 
technology. The EDGE FREE® design 
resembles a giant size flat panel TV display.

Aeon CLR®
An EDGE FREE® fixed frame screen that 
uses Elite’s innovative StarBright CLR® 
(Ceiling Light Rejecting®) material. Its angular 
serriform microstructures negate the washout 
effects of ambient light, especially from 
overhead sources.

Aeon CineGrey 3D® Series
The CineGrey 3D® is a reference quality 
front projection screen material formulated for 
environments with minimial control over room 
lighting. It was designed to enhance picture 
brightness, offer accurate color fidelity, and 
improve contrast levels. 

Aeon AUHD
The Aeon AcousticPro UHD is an acoustically 
transparent (AT) Ultra-Hi Def fixed frame 
projection screen. The AcousticPro UHD 
material is designed to complement in-wall 
speakers while allowing sound to pass 
through the material with minimal attenuation.

SableFrame A1080P3 Series
Fixed frame projector screen featuring the 
AcousticPro 1080P3 material. The Acoustic-
Pro 1080P3 is an acoustic transparent 
material that allows sound to pass through 
with minimal attenuation.

Sable Frame CineGrey 3D®
The CineGrey 3D® is an angular reflective 
front projection material designed to reject 
ambient light while maintaining superb 
picture quality. The CineGrey 3D® is the 
perfect solution for rooms that have little or 
no control over incidental light. 

Aeon CLR® 2 Series
The Aeon CLR® 2 is an EDGE FREE® ceiling 
and ambient light rejecting projection screen. 
It specializes in negating the washout effect 
caused by overhead and other off-axis light 
sources. The CLR 2 features a durable 
scratch-resistant coating that is easy to clean.

Aeon CineWhite® A8K Series
The Aeon CineWhite® A8K is an EDGE 
FREE fixed frame screen with an ultra-fine 
acoustically transparent front projection 
material for high-resolution projectors. It is 
ISF Certified for accurate color reproduction 
in dark room environments.

Fixed Frame Screens

Aeon CLR® 3 Series
An EDGE FREE® fixed frame screen that 
utilizes our CLR® 3 (Ceiling Light Rejecting®) 
material. The material absorbs 90% of 
overhead light and Improves color saturation 
and black levels under ambient light 
conditions.

ezFrame CineGrey 5D®
Fixed Frame projection screen featuring the 
ALR CineGrey 5D® screen material. The 
CineGrey 5D® is an angular reflective front 
projection material designed to reject ambient 
light while maintaining superb picture quality.

LED Kit,
Accessories & more

Extension Legs

Wireless Triggers

Screen Materials


